OUTSOURCING

HR Partner Programs
Why Outsource Your HR?
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companies – while receiving
professional level expertise in
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Outsourcing your HR function to CMI Consulting can
result in greater management efficiencies, better cost
control, and perhaps most importantly, peace of mind.
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Call CMI today at 859.296.2800 to discuss your HR needs
and a customized solution.

Customer Engagement
Approach
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Why CMI Consulting?
CMI offers a full array of HR services developed over the
last 18 years. We specialize in providing outsourced human
resources support designed to protect businesses by
ensuring compliance with all governing agencies, assisting
clients with developing an infrastructure which supports
the employee relationship from both management and

This implementation will

employee perspectives, and supporting business owners to

likely require an update to or

provide peace of mind.
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HR Partner Approach

CMI - an HR solution to
meet your all your HR
needs today … and into
the future.

onboarding, performance
evaluations, and assessment
of training and development
needs may also require
attention.

CMI can also provide the
management team with HR
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